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Equi-Trek Limited was founded with the aim of providing the ultimate in horse 
transportation...
Founded in Yorkshire in 1999, Equi-Trek are now the largest horsebox manufacturer in the UK. 
This has been achieved through our in-depth understanding of the requirements of both the 
horse and rider, as we have ourselves successfully competed in a variety of equestrian disci-
plines at international level for many years.

The unbeatable value for money of the Equi-Trek range is attained by our extremely efficient 
manufacturing processes', using the very latest technology and production methods. This 
creates a quality product at an unbeatable price which will hold its value for years to come.

To ensure quality and reliability, all Equi-Trek horseboxes are purpose built exclusively on 
brand new chassis', which ensures the customer receives a full manufacturer's warranty.

We work together with our qualified engineers and designers to ensure that the utmost pri-
ority is given to the well-being, safety and comfort of the travelling horse.

ABOUT EQUI-TREK LIMITED

Contents
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THE EQUI-TREK RANGE

Our range starts with the unique patented side loading trailers, which benefit 
from the low, wide side ramp providing easy and safer loading as the horse is 
encouraged to enter a spacious area, without the feeling of confinement. Add 
to this the separate owners area ranging from a tack/changing room through 
to comfortable overnight living accommodation, makes Equi-Trek the preferred 
choice of amateur and professional riders alike. 

Equi-Trek are delighted to also present the Vision: a side loading, rear facing 
horsebox built on a brand new Ford Transit chassis, designed specifically for the 
American market.  

www.equi-trek.com             sales@equi-trek.com
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       I have to say the Equi-Trek is just fantastic. 
We use it on an almost daily basis and have found 
it extremely economical and the horses travel 
perfectly in it. I would happily recommend them to 
anyone. 
- William Fox-Pitt, International Event Rider

“ “

John Whitaker MBE 

Nicola Wilson

Nick Skelton OBE

Paul Nicholls

Oliver Townend

Peter Charles MBE 

Michael Whitaker

Robert Smith

Jonjo O’Neill 

Carl Hester

Thomas Frühmann 

Stein Endresen

Flora Harris

Sir Lee Pearson

Sophie Christiansen

Nicky Henderson 

Geir Gulliksen

Aoife Clarke 

Jessica Mendoza

Di Lampard

CHOICE OF CHAMPIONS

Equi-Trek are proud to be the professionals’ 
choice for all horse transportation needs. Our 
products have been developed and tested by 
some of the world’s leading riders.
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OUR CUSTOMERS

Ms Bryce was waiting at traffic lights 
when she was hit by an oncoming car 
travelling at approximately 65mph. 
Her Equi-Trek horsebox was hit head 
on and pushed backwards into a brick 
wall. It was being driven by Ms Bryce’s 
25 year old daughter who was five 
months pregnant at the time; her 8 
month old son and Ms Bryce were 
passengers. Their horse was also on 
board. Ms Bryce said: 

“Given the considerable damage to 
the exterior of the vehicle, everyone 
was expecting the worst. However, 
thanks to the quality and strength of 
construction and the Equi-Trek safety 
features, all passengers walked away 
with only minor injuries. Amazingly our 
horse was also unharmed other than a 
graze under his chin. My daughter also 
gave birth to a healthy baby girl. We 
cannot praise Equi-Trek enough!”

“We are delighted with our Equi-Trek. 
It is so easy to drive, just like driving 
a car. Everything has been so well 
thought out; as we would expect from 
Equi-Trek. This is the third Equi-Trek 
vehicle we have had and we have been 
pleased with them all. As a company 
you were so easy to deal with and did a 
great job. We could not have asked for 
more!" 

Ms. Bryce: "We cannot praise Equi-Trek enough!"

Emma Nettleton: “We could not have asked for more!”

"I chose the Space-Treka because of 
the safety of the side loading and the 
convenience of the separate tack/
changing room. I use my trailer on a 
weekly basis and quite frankly I would 
never consider purchasing any other 
make of horse transport. I love my 
Space-Treka!"

Harriet Manchester: "I love my Space-Treka!"
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ADVANTAGES OF AN EQUI-TREK 

ALUMINIUM PLANKED 
FLOOR COVERED WITH 
HEAVY DUTY RUBBER MAT-
TING

LIGHT AND SPACIOUS 
INTERIOR TO ENCOURAGE 
RELUCTANT LOADERS

SELF-CONTAINED HORSE AREA 
TO PROTECT FROM TRAFFIC 
AND WIND NOISE

FULL WIDTH, COLLAPSIBLE, 
PADDED BREAST BAR WITH 
DUAL HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT        
INCORPORATING EXTERNAL 
SAFETY RELEASE SYSTEM

OPENING WINDOWS FOR 
LIGHT AND VENTILATION

FULLY BRAKED WHEELS 
WITH LOW PROFILE TYRES 
AND WHEEL TRIMS

SLIP RESISTANT RUBBER RAMP WITH 
ALLOY TREAD RAILS

INDEPENDENT SUSPENSION FOR EACH 
WHEEL FOR COMFORTABLE, QUIET AND 
SAFE TOWING

COMPOSITE HIGH IMPACT 
KICK BOARDS

UNIQUE PATENTED SIDE RAMP DESIGN FOR EASY LOADING AND UNLOADING 
WITHOUT SHARP TURNS OR REVERSING 
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LIGHT AND SPACIOUS 
INTERIOR TO ENCOURAGE 
RELUCTANT LOADERS

BUILT IN ISO9001 APPROVED 
FACTORY

MODERN AERODYNAMIC FIBREGLASS 
MOULD

SAFETY LOADING DOORS TO GUIDE THE HORSE 
WHILST LOADING AND REDUCING THE RISK OF 
STEPPING OFF THE SIDE OF THE RAMP

SPARE WHEEL AND BRACE 
INCLUDED

DURABLE GALVANISED STEEL CHASSIS 
FOR LONG, LOW MAINTENANCE LIFE

BUILT IN LOCKABLE COUPLING 
INCLUDING AUTO REVERSE

PARTITIONS EASILY ADJUSTED TO 
ACCOMMODATE DIFFERENT SIZED HORSES 
AND TRAVELLING STYLES

COMPOSITE PANELS FOR LONG, LOW
MAINTENANCE LIFE

PVC SKIRT ON PARTITION TO PROTECT HORSES 
LEGS WHILST TRAVELLING

SEPARATE OWNERS 
ACCOMMODATION

The low wide ramp provides easier and safer loading as the horse is encouraged to enter a 
light and spacious area with less feeling of confinement. On many of our trailers the ramp is 
situated on the offside so that the handler remains between the horse and the exit whilst the 
horse is being secured. This reduces the risk of being trapped in a confined area by an excit-
able horse. Also, the horse is being lead from the nearside which most horses are more ac-
customed to, so this gives the horse more confidence when loading. Unloading is made easier 
because the horse exits the trailer by walking forwards down the wide ramp, eliminating the 
need to turn in a tight space or go backwards. 
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The Trail-Treka has been developed to offer the huge safety benefits of side loading in a 
lightweight horse trailer that can be towed legally and safely by smaller 4x4s and some 
cars. 

The Trail-Treka is available in two sizes depending on your capacity needs.

Forward Facing, Lightweight Horse Trailer

Unladen Weight
Axle 1
Axle 2
Gross Weight

Trail-Treka M
1962 lb
2315 lb
2315 lb
4409 lb

Trail-Treka L
2006 lb
2866 lb
2866 lb
5512 lb

TRAIL-TREKA

Approximate Weights & Dimensions:
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Colour: Black with Silver graphics. Available in white at extra cost
Wheels: Four fully braked wheels with low profile tyres and wheel trims. Spare wheel 
and brace included
Tie Rings: Two external tie rings
Access: Step for easy access through grooms door

Popular Extras:
See pages 25-31 for a full list of optional extras 

TRAIL-TREKA STANDARD FEATURES

All of the standard features as listed on pages 6 and 7, plus...

Grooms Door: Large, lockable door for easy access
Partition: Fully adjustable with skirt to the floor
Collapsible Breast Bar: Full width padded breast bar incorporating external release 
system for emergencies
Ventilation: Three opening windows and dome roof vent
Lighting: One interior light
Tie Rings: Two horse tie rings, two hay net tie rings 

Main Body:

Horse Area:

• White Easy Clean Safety Loading Doors
• Front Window
• Head Divider
• Tack Locker
• Wheel Clamp
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SPACE-TREKA

A brilliant self-contained, rear facing horse trailer designed to carry two horses and all of 
your tack and equipment, whilst remaining compact and easy to tow. 

The tack and changing area is totally separate from the horse area. It is fitted with two 
saddle and two bridle racks, coat hooks. The low, wide side ramp and ramp doors make 
loading far easier and safer.

The Space-Treka is available in two sizes depending on your capacity needs.

Rear Facing Travel with a Tack and Changing Area

Unladen Weight
Axle 1
Axle 2
Gross Weight

Space-Treka M
2491 lb
2866 lb
2866 lb
5512 lb

Space-Treka L
2690 lb
2866 lb
2866 lb
5732 lb

Approximate Weights & Dimensions:
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SPACE-TREKA STANDARD FEATURES

• White Easy Clean Safety Loading Doors
• Head Divider
• Seat With Storage
• Grooms Door Window
• Wheel Clamp

Grooms Door: Large, lockable door for easy access
Lighting: One interior light
Floor: Cushion flooring
Ventilation: One opening window
Tack fittings: Two saddle racks, two bridle racks & two coat hooks

Grooms Door: Large, lockable door for easy access
Partition: Fully adjustable with skirt to the floor
Collapsible Breast Bar: Full width padded breast bar incorporating external release 
system for emergencies
Ventilation: Three opening windows & dome roof vent
Lighting: One interior light
Tie Rings: Two horse tie rings, two hay net tie rings

Colour: Self colour white with black graphics. Any other colour available at extra cost
Wheels: Four fully braked wheels with low profile tyres and wheel trims. Spare wheel 
and brace included
Tie Rings: Two external tie rings
Access: Step for easy access through grooms door

Tack & Changing Area:

Popular Extras:
See pages 25-31 for a full list of optional extras 

All of the standard features as listed on pages 6 and 7, plus...

Main Body:

Horse Area:
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SPACE-TREKA III

The Space-Treka III carries up to three horses or four ponies (depending on size and 
weight) whilst remaining compact and easy to tow. 

The totally separate tack and changing area provides ample space for all your equip-
ment, making show days so much more enjoyable.

The horses travel herringbone as in larger horseboxes, and load with ease up the low, 
wide, rear ramp. The standard safety loading doors guide the horses up the ramp for 
additional safety.

Three Horse Herringbone Trailer with Separate Tack and Changing Area

Unladen Weight
Axle 1
Axle 2
Gross Weight

3307 lb
3968 lb
3968 lb
7716 lb

Approximate Weights & Dimensions:
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SPACE-TREKA III STANDARD FEATURES

• White Easy Clean Safety Loading Doors
• Seat With Storage
• Additional Skylight Roof Vent
• Storage Rack
• Wheel Clamp

Colour: Self colour white with black graphics. Any other colour available at extra cost
Wheels: Four fully braked wheels with low profile tyres and wheel trims. Spare wheel 
and brace included
Tie Rings: Three external tie rings

Partition: Three fully adjustable partitions with skirt to the floor
Head Dividers: Three large integral head dividers
Ventilation: Five opening windows and skylight roof vent
Lighting: Two interior lights
Tie Rings: Four horse tie rings, four haynet tie rings
Grooms Door: Large, lockable door for easy access from tack changing area to horse 
area

Grooms Door: Large, lockable door for easy access
Lighting: One interior light
Floor: Cushion flooring
Ventilation: One opening window
Tack fittings: Three saddle racks, three bridle racks & three coat hooks

All of the standard features as listed on pages 6 and 7, plus...

Tack & Changing Area:

Popular Extras:
See pages 25-31 for a full list of optional extras 

Main Body:

Horse Area:
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WESTERN-TREKA

The Western-Treka is a brilliant self-contained, rear facing horse trailer designed to carry 
two horses and all of your tack and equipment in the extra large tack and changing area, 
which is totally separate from the horse area.  

The extra width of the tack and changing area of the Western-Treka is designed to en-
able to safe storage and transportation of Western style saddles and other large pieces 
of equipment. It is also equipped with two saddle racks, two bridle racks and two coat 
hooks. 

The low, wide side ramp and safety loading doors make loading your horse far easier 
and safer.

Rear Facing Travel with a Tack and Changing Area

Unladen Weight
Axle 1
Axle 2
Gross Weight

2491 lb
2866 lb
2866 lb
5512 lb

Approximate Weights & Dimensions:
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WESTERN-TREKA STANDARD FEATURES

• White Easy Clean Safety Loading Doors
• Head Divider
• Seat With Storage
• Grooms Door Window
• Wheel Clamp

90cm Living Door: Wide living door for easy access to the tack and changing area
Lighting: One interior light
Floor: Cushion flooring
Ventilation: One opening window
Tack fittings: Two saddle racks, two bridle racks & two coat hooks

Grooms Door: Large, lockable door for easy access
Partition: Fully adjustable with skirt to the floor
Dual Height Collapsible Breast Bar: Full width padded breast bar incorporating exter-
nal release system for emergencies
Ventilation: Three opening windows & dome roof vent
Lighting: One interior light
Tie Rings: Two horse tie rings, two hay net tie rings
Ramp Doors: Plywood safety loading doors

Colour: Self colour white with black graphics. Any other colour available at extra cost
Wheels: Four fully braked wheels with low profile tyres and wheel trims. Spare wheel 
and brace included
Tie Rings: Three external tie rings
Access: Step for easy access through grooms door

Tack & Changing Area:

Popular Extras:
See pages 25-31 for a full list of optional extras 

All of the standard features as listed on pages 6 and 7, plus...

Main Body:

Horse Area:
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SHOW-TREKA

The stylish Show-Treka carries two horses rear facing in safety and comfort. The sepa-
rate living area is complete with hob, sink, wardrobe, fold down table and bench seat 
which converts to bunks, making it ideal for weekends away. 

Tack is stored in an external tack locker, for added convenience.

The Show-Treka is available in two sizes depending on your capacity needs.

Rear Facing Horse Travel with Overnight Accommodation

Unladen Weight
Axle 1
Axle 2
Gross Weight

Show-Treka M
2734 lb
2866 lb
2866 lb
5732 lb

Show-Treka L
2998 lb
3307 lb
3307 lb
6614 lb

Approximate Weights & Dimensions:
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SHOW-TREKA STANDARD FEATURES

• Large Opening Front Window
• Fitted Curtains
• Wheel Clamp

Grooms Door: Large, lockable door for easy access with opening window
Lighting: One interior light
Floor: Cushion flooring
Ventilation: Two opening windows and dome roof vent
Table: Fold down table
Kitchen: Twin gas hob, sink with manual pump and water carrier
Seating: Bench seat which converts into two bunks
Storage: Wardrobes, shelves and external gas bottle locker

Colour: Self colour white with black graphics. Any other colour available at extra cost
Wheels: Four fully braked wheels with low profile tyres and wheel trims. Spare wheel 
and brace included
Tie Rings: Two external tie rings

Grooms Door: Large, lockable door for easy access with opening window
Partition: Fully adjustable with skirt to the floor
Head Divider: Separates horses heads whilst travelling
Collapsible Breast Bar: Full width padded breast bar incorporating external release sys-
tem for emergencies
Ventilation: Four opening windows and dome roof vent
Lighting: One interior light
Tie Rings: Two external tie rings
Ramp Doors: White, easy clean safety loading doors
External Tack Locker: Lockable with courtesy light, two saddles and two bridle racks

Living Area:

Popular Extras:
See pages 25-31 for a full list of optional extras 

All of the standard features as listed on pages 6 and 7, plus...

Main Body:

Horse Area:
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The Excel Packs are available to enhance the following trailer models. They include many of our most popular 
extras. The addition of the Excel Pack to your trailer really is the last word in style and luxury. Below is a list 
of features included in the Excel Packs for each model of horse trailer. 

Trail-Treka Excel

LE PACKAGE EXCEL : CARACTÉRISTIQUES DE BASE / DAS EXCEL PAKET: STANDARD EIGENSCHAFTEN

Show-Treka Excel

Space-Treka / Space-Treka III Excel

7. White Easy Clean 
Safety Loading Doors
White easy clean 
ramp safety loading 
doors. Includes white 
partition infill

2. Head Divider 
Moulded swivelling head 
divider to separate horses 
heads

2. Large Front Window 
For superior light and venti-
lation in the living area

3. Storage Rack
Useful extra storage

3. Fitted Curtains 
For privacy and overnight 
stays

4. Additional Skylight Roof 
Vent 
Multi-directional opening 
skylight for increased venti-
lation

4. Leisure Battery 
Provides independent pow-
er for lights etc.

6. 12 Volt Socket 
For powering or charging 
12 volt accessories

5. Grooms Door Window 
Opening window for 
extra light and ventilation 
in the horse area

5. Vanity Mirror 
For those finishing touches

1. Standard Excel Graphics

1. Standard Excel Graphics

1. Tack Locker
Accessible through an ex-
ternal lockable door, fitted 
with courtesy light, two 
saddle and two bridle racks

2. Front Window
Tinted front window for 
added style and interior 
visibility

3. Storage Rack
Useful extra storage

4. Additional Skylight 
Roof Vent
Multi-directional opening 
skylight for increased 
ventilation
5. White Easy Clean 
Safety Loading Doors
White easy clean ramp 
safety loading doors. 
Includes white partition 
infill
6. Head Divider
Moulded swivelling head 
divider to separate 
horses heads

1

5

2

32

6

3

4

8

4

4

5

9

6 75

7. Storage Rack
Useful extra storage

8. Additional Skylight 
Roof Vent
Multi-directional opening 
skylight for increased 
ventilation

9. Digital Camera with 
7” Monitor
Safely view horses from the 
towing vehicle

2

6 7

3

6. Seat with Storage 
Built in seat with handy 
storage and lift up lid

THE EXCEL PACKS: TRAILERS



VISION

Brought to you by the UK’s leading horsebox and trailer manufacturer, the Vision is a compact and easy 
to drive side-loading horsebox which has been developed to ensure the safety and comfort of your horse 
through rear facing travel. 

In partnership with

Equi-Trek Vision

19
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EXCEL PACKS: TRAILERS                                      ADVANTAGES OF FORD

Brought to you by the UK’s leading horsebox and 
trailer manufacturer, Equi-Trek are delighted 
to present the Vision which has been designed 
specifically for the American market! Built on 
a brand new Ford Transit chassis, the Vision is 

powered by a powerful 3.7L V6 275 horsepower 
gas engine. With a six speed automatic gearbox 
which complies with the latest emission standards, 
giving effortless performance with outstanding fuel 
economy. 

Safety
• Two Cab Seats 
• Driver Seatbelt Alert
• Driver Airbag/Passenger Airbag/Curtain Airbag
• Open Door Detection
• Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS)
• Hill Launch Assist
• Traction Control
• Roll Stability Control

Comfort
• Six Speed Automatic Gearbox
• 3.7L V6 275 Horsepower Gas Engine
• Air Conditioning
• Electric Windows
• Dual Courtesy Light
• On Board Trip Computer
• Radio

Steering
• Power Steering

Exterior
• Electrically Adjustable Dual Glass Wing Mirrors
• Halogen Headlights 

Security
• Remote Central Locking
• Key Locks on Doors
• Transponder Electronic Immobiliser System

Colour
• Self Colour White with Grey graphics as standard. 

Any colour available at extra cost  
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The Vision is a compact and easy to drive two stall horsebox; offering a perfect 
solution to transporting horses without affecting the safety or comfort for both the 
horse and driver.

Horses load via a side ramp which allows the rider to guide the horse whilst loading. 
The horses travel rear facing, which studies have proven to be the safest and most 
comfortable direction of travel for equines. A fully adjustable partition enables each 
horse to be secured before the ramp is closed.

The Vision has the added benefit of a tack locker and changing area that is completely 
separate from the horses. This incorporates two saddle racks, two bridle racks and two 
coat hooks. A bench seat is also available as an optional extra. Additional storage is 
provided in the pod space over the cab. 

Compact and easy to drive

Approximate Weights & Dimensions:

Front Axle
Rear Axle
Unladen Weight
Gross Weight
Towing Capacity

4079 lb
4409 lb
5335 lb
7716 lb
5512 lb

VISION
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Colour: Self Colour White with Grey graphics as standard. Any colour available at extra cost

Grooms Door: Large, lockable door for easy access

Partition: Fully adjustable with skirt to the floor

Dual-Height Collapsible Breast Bar: Full width padded breast bar can be set at a suitable 
height for both ponies and horses. Incorporating external release system to drop breast 
bar in case of an emergeny

Ventilation: Four opening windows and roof vent

Lighting: LED light

Tie Rings: Two horse tie rings, two haynet tie rings and two exterior tie rings

Floor: Aluminium planked floor covered with hard wearing rubber matting

Bulkhead: Full height reinforced bulkhead between horse area and cab

Ramp: Reinforced half ramp covered with hard wearing rubber matting 

Storage: Additional storage provided in the pod space over the cab

VISION STANDARD FEATURES

Main Body:

Horse Area:

All of the standard features as listed on pages 6 and 7, plus...
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Bulkhead: Full height bulkhead to keep horse area and living area completely separate

Grooms Door: Large, lockable door for easy access

Lighting: LED light

Floor: Cushion flooring

Ventilation: Two opening windows

Tack Fittings: Two saddle racks, two bridle racks & two coat hooks

Seating: Comfortable cushioned bench seat available as an optional extra providing 
seating for up to four persons (also included in the Excel Pack)

Tack & Changing Area:

Popular Extras:
See pages 25-31 for a full list of optional extras 
• Excel Pack
• Flush Glazed Windows
• Extra Height Partition
• Stainless Steel Wheel Trims
• Digital Camera with 7” Monitor

VISION STANDARD FEATURES (CONT.)
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EXCEL PACK: VISION

The Excel Pack is available to enhance the Vision. It includes many of our most popular extras, as well as 
some unique features including lightweight composite panels to increase your carrying capacity and the 
latest aerodynamic mouldings to reduce fuel consumption. The addition of the Excel Pack to your horsebox 
really is the last word in style and luxury.
Below is a full list of all the features included in the Excel Pack... 

Padding on Partition
Padding on both sides 
of the partition for 
extra protection and 
comfort

Extra Height Partition
Extra 9” high partition 
ideal for larger horses. 
Upgrade to standard 
partition

Vanity Mirror
Mirror in the tack and 
changing area

Stainless Steel Wheel 
Trims
Enhances the appearence 
of your horsebox

Excel Paint Design & 
Colour Coded Bumpers
Giving the cab & body 
paintwork a sleek, 
modern finish

Oxford White cab & horse with 
Pacific Blue body and 

Silver graphics

Race Red cab & horse with 
Aluminium Silver body and 

Black graphics

Ingot Silver cab & horse with 
Iron Grey body and 

Silver graphics

Magnetic cab & horse with 
Golden White body and 

Grey graphics

Caribou cab & horse with 
Aluminium Silver body and 

Black graphics

Blue Jean cab & horse with 
Aluminium Silver body and 

Black graphics

White Gold cab & horse with 
Bianca White body and 

Grey graphics

Paint colour options included in the Excel pack. Other combinations are available at 
an extra cost.

Popular Extras:
See pages 25-31 for a full list of optional extras 
• Digital Camera with 7” Monitor
• Digital Reversing Camera
• Safety Loading Doors
• Leather Upholstery

Storage Racks x 2
Useful storage for rugs, 
boots etc. can be fitted 
in the tack and changing 
area

Head Divider
Moulded, swivelling 
head divider to 
separate horses heads 

Flettner 2000 Roof Ventilator
Offers cost effective wind 
powered ventilation 
providing a more comfortable 
environment for your horse 
by removing excess heat, 
damp and stale air from the 
horse area

Flush Glazed Windows
Flush glazed, tinted windows 
to enhance the appearance 
of your horsebox

Bench Seat with Storage
Fabric upholstered bench 
seat to comfortably seat four 
people with handy storage 
and lift up lid
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Excel Pack
To enhance your trailer, the Excel Pack includes many of our most 
popular extras: Front Window, Tack Locker, Storage Rack, White Easy 
Clean Safety Loading Doors inc. White Partition Infill, Skylight Roof 
Vent, Head Divider

121.7 ● – – – – –

Excel Pack
To enhance your trailer, the Excel Pack includes many of our most 
popular extras: Seat with Storage, Skylight Roof Vent, Storage 
Rack, Grooms Door Window, Head Divider, White Easy Clean Safety 
Loading Doors inc. White Partition Infill, Excel Graphics

62.1 – ● ● ● – –

Excel Pack
To enhance your trailer, the Excel Pack includes many of our most 
popular extras: Large Front Window, Fitted Curtains, Leisure Battery, 
Storage Rack, 12 Volt Socket, Mirror, Skylight Roof Vent, Digital 
Camera with 7” Monitor, Excel Graphics

55.5 – – – – ● –

Excel Pack
Enhances your horsebox, including many of our most popular extras, 
as well as some unique features: Excel Paint Design including Horse 
Graphics and Colour Coded Bumpers, Stainless Steel Wheel Trims, 
Bench Seat with Storage, Vanity Mirror, 2 x Storage Racks, Padding 
on Partition, Extra Height Partition, Head Divider, Flettner 2000 Roof 
Ventilator, Flush Glazed Windows

213.0 – – – – – ●

Cab Extras
Stainless Steel Wheel Trims
Enhances the appearence of your horsebox

22.0 – – – – – ●

Living Area
Large Front Window
Attractive double glazed front window for superior light in tack/
living area 4.4 – ● ● ● ● –

Living Door Window
An opening window for extra light and ventilation in the living area

4.4 – ● ● ● S –

Key:   S Standard        ● Optional Extra          – Not available
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Fitted Curtains
Living area curtains for front and side windows

2.2 – ● ● ● ● –

Leisure Battery
Provides independent power for interior of the trailer for lights etc. 
Recharges whilst being towed. Includes high capacity battery 52.9 – – – – ● –

Porta Potti
Portable self-contained toilet. 15 litre fresh water, 12 litre waste

11.0 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Fold Down Table
Table folds away neatly when not in use to maximise space in living 
area 6.8 – ● ● ● S –

Pedestal Table
Table can be easily removed when not in use to maximise space
in tack/changing area 6.8 – – – – – ●

Seat with Storage
Built in seat with handy storage and lift up lid

26.4 – ● ● ● – –

Bench Seat with Storage
Fabric upholstered bench seat to comfortably seat four people
with handy storage and lift up lid (Leather Upholstery upgrade
available at additional cost)

44.1 – – – – – ●

Leather Upholstery
High quality and hard wearing, luxurious leather upholstery. 
Alternative to standard fabric in living area. Available in black, 
brown, cream or grey

4.4 – – – – ● ●

Two Tone Leather or Contrasting Piping on Leather Upholstery
Either option is available as an upgrade to Leather Upholstery. 
Available in any combination of black, brown, cream or grey (Leather 
Upholstery required) 1.1 – – – – ● –

Key:   S Standard        ● Optional Extra          – Not available
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12 Volt Socket
For powering or charging 12 volt accessories such as mobile phones 
and cameras (Leisure Battery required)

1.1 – – – – ● ●

Mirror 
Mirror in the living area

2.2 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Easy Clean Entry Mat
Easy to clean door mat to help keep the living/tack area clean

2.2 – ● ● ● ● ●

Awning
Cassette wind out awning for shade and shelter. Size: 2.5m. Supplied 
with white awning casing as standard, can be painted at extra cost 
to match the towing vehicle. Please enquire for a quotation

55.1 – ● ● ● ● –

Horse Area
Lined Roof
Insulated double lined roof in living area

– – – – – ●

Front Window (Trail-Treka)
Tinted front window made from scratchproof polycarbonate for 
added exterior style and interior visibility 4.4 ● – – – – –

Extra Vent Window
An opening window for extra light and ventilation in the horse area

3.3 ● ● ● ● ● –

Grooms Door Window
An opening window with safety bars for extra light and ventilation in 
the horse area 5.1 – ● – ● S –

Flush Glazed Windows
Flush glazed, tinted windows to enhance the appearance of your 
trailer. Not available for Space-Treka M, Show-Treka M and Western 
Edition M models (L models only) (Front Window recommended)

26.4 – ● ● ● ● –

Flush Glazed Windows (Vision)
Flush glazed, tinted windows to enhance the appearance of your
horsebox 22.0 – – – – – ●

Key:   S Standard        ● Optional Extra          – Not available
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Additional Skylight Roof Vent
Multi-directional opening skylight for increased ventilation

4.4 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Flettner 2000 Roof Ventilator
Offers cost effective wind powered ventilation providing a more 
comfortable environment for your horse by removing excess heat, 
damp and stale air from the horse area

6.6 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Electric Roof Extractor Fan
Extracts up to 350m3 of air per hour even if stationary

10.6 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Tack Locker
Offering extra storage accessible through an external locking door, 
fitted with light, two saddle and two bridle racks 88.2 ● ● – ● S ●

Grooms Locker
Offering extra storage accessible through an external locking door, 
fitted with a shelf and a light 88.2 – ● – ● ● ●

Storage Rack (Each)
Useful extra storage for rugs, boots etc. can be fitted in either the 
horse area or the tack/changing area 8.4 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Head Divider 
Moulded swivelling head divider to separate horses heads

5.5 ● ● S ● S ●

White Easy Clean Safety Loading Doors 
White easy clean ramp safety loading doors. Includes white partition 
infill 11.0 ● ● ● ● S –

Extra Height Safety Loading Doors
Safety loading doors with increased height to 6ft as an upgrade to 
standard safety loading doors 22.0 ● ● ● ● ● –

Standard Safety Loading Doors (Vision)
To guide the horse up the ramp, preventing them from stepping
off the side of the ramp and reducing the possibility of injury 77.0 – – – – – ●

Key:   S Standard        ● Optional Extra          – Not available
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Extra Height Safety Loading Doors (Vision)
Safety loading doors with increased height to 6ft as an upgrade
to standard safety loading doors. Alternative to Standard Safety
Loading Doors

99.2 – – – – – ●

Padded Walls
Padding to side and rear walls for extra protection and comfort

13.6 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Padding for Partition
Padding on both sides of the partition for extra protection and 
comfort 9.9 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Extra Height Partition
Extra 9” high partition ideal for larger horses. Upgrade to standard 
partition 20.2 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Full Depth Partition 
Solid partition to floor, upgrade to standard partition

35.2 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Additional Partition 
Basic additional partition. Various upgrades available including 
Padding for Partition, Extra Height Partition, Full Depth Partition and 
Head Divider

66.1 ● ● ● ● ● –

Breast Bar Solid to Floor
Full depth solid breast bar, ideal for enclosing a mare and foal or 
small ponies 63.9 ● ● – ● ● ●

Collapsible Full Depth Breast Bar
7mm thick heavy duty clear PVC breast bar infill which has been 
designed to create a breast bar to floor barrier, but in the event of 
an emergency will still allow the full operation of the collapsible 
breast bar

55.1 ● ● – ● ● ●

Anti-Weaving Grills
Stainless steel anti-weaving grills to help prevent your horse coming 
over the breast bar (Breast Bar Solid to Floor required) 44.1 ● ● – ● ● ●

Loading Light
Shining onto the ramp for easier loading in the dark

6.6 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Key:   S Standard        ● Optional Extra          – Not available
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Red LED Travel Light
Red LED travel light in horse area

2.2 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Lined Roof
Insulated double lined roof in horse area

44.0 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Hinged Door Over Pod
Lockable door over the pod for safe storage

26.4 – – – – – ●

Netting Over Pod
Netting over the pod for easily accessible storage

2.2 – – – – – ●

Horse Shower
Externally accessible hose pipe connected to electric water supply, 
shower head included. Price includes installation of electric water 
supply, which comprises 18 gallon underfloor water tank with 
external filler cap (Leisure Battery required) 

25.3 – – – – ● –

Digital Camera with 7” Monitor
Wireless and waterproof camera for the horse area with day and 
night vision. Images are displayed on a 7” dashboard mounted 
colour monitor powered by 12 volt socket in towing vehicle

6.6 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Digital Reversing Camera
Waterproof camera giving clear rear view whilst reversing. Only 
available as an addition to Digital Camera with 7” Monitor 2.2 ● ● ● ● ● ●

90cm Rear Door
Wider rear door for access to the horse area

1.1 – ● ● ● ● ●

Key:   S Standard        ● Optional Extra          – Not available
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Wheel Clamp
Exclusive Equi-Trek wheel clamp specifically designed to fit all Equi-
Trek trailers. Secure, easy to fit and insurance approved 26.4 ● ● ● ● ● –

Hitch Cover
Water resistant cover to protect hitch and lock

1.1 ● ● ● ● ● –

Extra Tie Ring (Each)
Can be positioned in most places on the trailer for ease of use

0.4 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Paint and Graphics
Paint
Metallic paint in a colour of your choice to match the towing vehicle. 
Please enquire for a quotation 55.1 – ● ● ● ● –

Paint Colours (Vision)
Paint in a choice of standard colours: Oxford White, Race Red, Ingot 
Silver, Magnetic, Caribou, Blue Jean, White Gold. Any other colour 
available upon quotation

66.1 – – – – – ●

Colour Options (Trail-Treka)
Available in white as an alternative to standard colour black

0.0 ● – – – – –

Graphics
Personalised graphics available at extra cost. Please enquire for a 
quotation 0.0 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Paintseal Direct TM

Paintseal products offer a protective coating on paintwork and 
panels to help reduce scratches caused by trees etc. whilst 
maintaining a long lasting high gloss appearance

0.0 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Key:   S Standard        ● Optional Extra          – Not available

This brochure does not constitute an offer by Equi-Trek Limited. Some of the images shown in this brochure may show optional extras not included 
as standard. It is the policy of Equi-Trek Limited to seek to continually improve our vehicles in every way and so whilst every effort has been made 
to ensure the details set out in this brochure were correct at the time of going to press, we are unable to guarantee that no changes in specification 
have subsequently taken place. We therefore reserve the right to alter the specifications and price at any time without notice. Each vehicle is 
designed to optimise the horse carrying, seating and sleeping capabilities with a variety of potential configurations for our customers. It is the 
responsibility of the customer to select the proper combinations of loads and dimensions without exceeding the individual axle or gross weights 
of the vehicle. All unladen weights are quoted excluding the spare wheel, which is 63lb. Equi-Trek™ is a registered trademark of Equi-Trek Limited.
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